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The initial development of a computer program which implements a
boundary-detection algorithm to detect edges in digital	 images is de-
scribed.	 Output products include symbo.1 maps .
 for the original data, for
the Roberts' gradient of the data, and for the boundaries detected in
the data.	 Histograr , of the original data values, the data values of
the boundary points, and the data values not at boundary po.i:nts-are an
output.	 An initial evaluation of the boundary--detection algorithm was
conducted to locate boundaries of lakes from LANDSAT-1 imagery.
	 The
accuracy of the boundary-detection algorithm was determined by comparing
the area within boundaries of lakes located using digitized LANDSAT
imagery with the area of the same lakes planimetered from imagery %col-
lected from an aircraft platform. Relative CPU time costs per data
point are presented for using the computer program on an IBM 370/145
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Locating Edges in Digital
	
Imagery	 ,.
M.J. Russell, D. G.. Moore, G.D. Nelson, and V . I. Myers*
INTRODUCTION
The-sensors aboard the. SKYLAB workshop and other space--altitude
platforms acquire	 synaptic data fo.r many resource applications.	 An	 t
example use is for irrigation scheduling.	 Since irrigation scheduling
{
is based' ` upon  field variations, a method to detect the spatial limits
or::edges- of fi el. ds. is required to conduct a field -by- fi el d. anal-ys i s
using digital data.
	
After definition of the field edges, data means
_
and variances within fields can be determined.
A boundary-detection algorithm was developed to locate field bound-
aries.	 Therocedures include:	 l	 data enhancement b	 computation ofp	 ^	 y	  
F	 Roberts' gradient values, 2). location of data regions near boundaries by
applying a threshold to Roberts' gradient data, 37 mapping of potential
boundaries in. Roberts' gradient data by location of local maximums, and
4	 elimination of local maximums which are associated with noise or mi.:nor
edges by applying a gradient-difference threshol d .	 A preliminary single
feature boundary--detection algorithm is described and illustrated.
DESCRIPTION OF THE BOUNDARY
DETECTION PROCEDURE
Statement of the Problem
The.radiance differences among individual ground targets are
measured and recorded by the SKYLAB S-192 multispectral scanner. Many
of the ground targets are relatively homogeneous clusters. of radiance
values in the data, e.g . . a field of corn, a lake, or a fallow field.
Boundaries between homogeneous clusters are located where abrupt changes
in magnitudes of the radiance values occur. Therefore, a mathematical
operator which measures the amount of change in data values would be
helpful to locate boundaries that separate data . classes.
Staff Specialist, Remote Sensing Institute; Soil Scientist, Remote
Sensing Institute; Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering;










An ideal boundary between two data clusters occurs at a step change
in the data.	 Ideal data containing no boundaries have small constant
gradients or have no gradients.	 Distortion in the form of a point spread
function and some random noise added to this ideal model would form a
more realisti c model of actual	 data.
An ideal distortionless and noiseless step boundary along with its
_ t >"
first and second derivatives is illustrated using solid lines in Figs. la,
lb, and 1c, respectively (page 11). 	 There is a constant gradient within t
both classes of data and : a step change at the boundary.	 The first deriv-
ative at the boundary between the two classes is an impulse function and
elsewhere it is constant.	 The second derivative is a . doubl.et which changes a
at the boundary from an infinite positive value to zero and then to an
infinite negative value.	 The function is zero elsewhere.
A realistic form for a boundary between two data classes is shown
with dots in Fig. 1. 	 The infinite slope of the ideal step change becomes
a gradual smooth change from one class to the.other at the boundary. 	 This
blurring of the ideal data which produces a gradual change at the boundary
is analogous to low-pass filtering or averaging of the ideal data. 	 The
first derivative of the realistic data for a boundary between two data
classes is a maximum value at the boundary between the two classes (dots
in Fig. lb).	 The second derivative goes from a large positive value on
the left side of the boundary to zero at the boundary to a large negative
value on the right side of the boundary.
	
In summary, -First derivatives
are infinite at ideal step boundaries and are large at boundaries in t
real data.	 The first derivatives, if no boundaries exist in noiseless
data	 are small constantvalues or zero.	 Therefore	 a simple decision r
rule for location boundaries in noiseless data is to locate all points in
the first derivative data that are larger than the surrounding points.
When realistic data are used for analysis, small changes in data i
values	 (noise) are normally present within the relatively homogeneous
data classes.	 These fluctuations may be caused by actual changes in re-- " :;:J,
flectance or emittance or may be caused by electronic noise introduced
during data acquisition and/or manipulation.
	
The absolute value of the first





Boundaries in noiseless first derivative data are located at local
maximum first derivative values. A local maximum occurs in the first
derivative data if a data point has a higher derivative value than adja-
cent points. The first derivative can reach a maximum not only at major
boundaries but at locations of-noise or minor boundaries. Noise locations
or minor boundaries would be misclassified as edges using the definition
that all local--maximum first derivatives are boundaries. The absolute
value of the first derivative at a local-maximum-point is less for a minor
boundary or noise than for a major boundary. Therefore, only first deriv-
atives above a certain level or threshold can be used for initial boundary
discrimination. Figure 2 illustrates two sets of one dimensional data:
a boundary in noiseless data and a boundary in noisy data. faximums one,
two, and four in Fig. 2b are representative locations of minor boundaries
located within each of the two relatively homogeneous data classes. The
smaller maximums within the first derivative data that might be misclassified
as major boundaries can be discarded. First derivative values for maxi-
mum one, two, and four are eliminated as major boundaries because they are
less than the selected gradient threshold indicated in Fig. 2b.
Two Dimensional Model
With two--dimensional data, as in one--dimensional data, an abrupt change
in the magnitude of the data occurs across a boundary. The first partial
derivative in the direction perpendicular to the boundary measures this
change. A spatial gradient can be used to measure magnitude changes in
data. This value is the maximum rate of data change s regardless of direc-
tion, for a specific data location in the matrix of data. If the point is
located at a boundary, the direction of maximum change will be perpendicular
to the boundary.
For continuous functions F(X,Y) the magnitude of the spatial gradient
f vF(X,Y)l is defir•a:° as:
aF 2 , aF 2	 zI




The partial derivatives in this expression can be approximated by the
first differences between data values in two orthogonal directions. A
^k.
4discrete approximation of this magnitude of a spatial gradient is
defined as
Vf	 I,j+ )?- + (F
A1j+1 F1+	 1.	 i+1
This discrete form is approximated by using the Roberts'. gradient which
is defined as:'
jVFi,j1	 IF i 
"j	 F i+l,i+ll + IF i lj.+l	 F i+1j 1.
Abru'pf changes in the original data values which represent boundaries
become relative maximums in th6 Roberts' gradient data. Changes due to
minor
.
 variations of data values or noise within the relatively homogeneous
data classes can also become maximums. How paver, the magnitude of these
maximums is usually much smaller than those located near boundaries. A
gradient threshold eliminates the smaller gradients that might become max-
mums.
The Use of a gradient threshold reduces computer time necessary for
locating boundaries in the gradient values below this threshold. To
locate a potential vertical boundary, the Roberts' gradient values, which
	 m-A
are greater than the gradient threshold, are processed to detect-if they
are local maximums in the horizontal lines. A horizontal boundary is
located by evaluating the Roberts' gradient values in the vertical lines
in a similar manner. However, all maximums aren't boundaries. They are
boundaries only if the local maximums are found while scanning the Roberts'
gradient values in the gradient vector direction (normal to real boundaries).
Without knowledge of the gradient vector direction, scanning the Roberts'
gradient data for local maximums must procede in two orthogonal directions.
Thus, local maximums are possible both along and perpendicular to the
gradient vector direction. The perpendicular case generates local maximums
parallel to the boundary, i.e. within a homogeneous data class.
A second derivative operation is used to eliminate the local maximums
which are parallel to the boundary. The magnitude of the second derivative
will vary as a function of the direction traversed while crossing a
boundary. In one dimension, the second derivative of an ideal step
boundary is a doublet. In two dimensions differencing the gradient values
(second derivative approximation) along the gradient vector direction
USAGE OF THE BOUNDARY-DETECTION ALGORITHM
The algorithm has been written as a Fortran computer program for
an IBM 370/145 computer with an OS/V5 operating system. The program is
listed in the Appendix. This section describes data formats, sequences
of steps, and output products. The effect of the gradient and gradient-
difference thresholds is illustrated for several choices of each threshold.
The program accepts positive integer data ranging in value from zero
-to 255. The data can be in either one-byte words or four-byte words.
The data are read line-by-line.from a tape and stored on a disc. Any
portion of the original matrix of data can be used by specifying the
starting coordinates and the size of the data block.
The program supplies a user with 1) a symbol map with the original
data quantized to 16 levels, 2) a symbol map of the Roberts' gradient
data, 3) a symbol map of the boundaries, and 4) histograms. The first
output is a map of the original data values. The 256 possible data values
are quantized into 16 equal levels, each represented by a different
symbol. An illustration of this map is provided in Fig. 3. The original
data was generated by digitizing LANDSAT-1 band 7 (reflected infrared
-0.8
.
+1.1 Pm) "9 1/2-inch" transparencies-via the SADE system at the






A second output is a trap of Roberts' gradient data.
	 The first
symbol in the symbol list of the program represents the Roberts' gradient
value which is equal to the gradient threshold chosen.
	 The symbol used
for a Roberts'-gradient value of the gradient threshold plus one is the
second symbol.	 This continues until 48 symbols are used.
	 All gradient
values greater than the gradient.threshold..pips 47 are labeled.by
 the °V
48th symbol.	 Examples of Roberts' gradient output maps for two different
levels of gradient thresholds are illustrated in Fig. 4.
The maps illustrated in Fig. 5 were the result of applying two
different gradient-difference thresholds to the remaining gradient values
after the gradient threshold of 16 was applied (Fig. 4b).	 dote that the
boundary in Fig. 5b 5 is not continuous.	 As a result, the gradient
difference threshold was reduced to four.
	 The resultant boundary is
presented in Fig, 6.
	 The symbols, presented only at boundary locations,
represent the original data values.
	 For this illustration, the symbols
rel ate to film density.
The final output is a listing of three histograms. 	 One histogram
prints the number of data points at each value between zero to 255.
	 The
histogram of original data values at boundary points and the histogram of
the data excluding those points located at boundaries are printed as
separate listings.	 Examples of these outputs are not contained in this
document.
The gradient and gradient-difference threshol ds
 must be chosen by I
the user.	 The number of data points printed on the Roberts' gradient
symbol map is dependent on the level chosen for the gradient threshold.
All Roberts' gradient values of the data which are less than the gra-
dient threshold will be represented as blank areas-as-illustrated in
Fig. 4.	 The algorithm only operates on gradient values which are greater; ^.
than the gradient -threshold.
	 If the gradient threshold is set too low,
as illustrated in Fig. 4a, more data points most be checked for bound-
aries than if the threshold were set higher as in Fig. 4b..
	 When the
proper gradient threshold is selected, only data points near those. bound-
aries of interest will be represented on the map.
	 The ideal choice of the
a
7.gradient threshold Is a threshold which eliminates as many paints as pos
sib.	 e. from 'the set ',of potenti .A1. boundary points, but which does not
el im7na^te 'ahy part ofr' the actual boundary:
	
At th3 s point of 'development,
ihis:dec.ison must be provided by the ,. inuestigaiior,who is aided by the
computer..
in. summary, the pedure i or Us ng this 'al gorithm is: 	 -
"	
roc }	 r
. '	 Print :a map • .of the on gi nal 'data.I _ '
2.	 Print	 map:;(ether a s'ubsei 'contiiini..ng th e boundary or
.
M^
^a1 matrix	 of^Rt	 }"Roberts' .gradient val Ues>: using ath.e to	
_
gradient thresh-61d no larger than . 5% of the potential
data value range and a g"radiant-difference threshold at
:.	 25	 of the gradient threshold,.
3:	 Reterm^ne the largest Roberts' gradient value which can
he el I m.i nated,.wh i:1 ereta ni`ng a ,co:nti nuous boundary and
use this value, for thc.:fi-nal' choice of gradient threshold .:
f	 for the en ,t 're scene
4.	 Set the,
	 raaient"differerice`threshold ` at ;25%--of the
grads eCrt threshold chosen
	 r	 Step 3:A n d p r i n 	 a new map
of Roberts
.  ` .gradi ent -vat ues : 1
J.	 5.	 if the boundary is not rontinuous ' , decrease the value of
the gradi ent=-d ^fferenca thresh`ol d
6.	 if. the Boundary iss conti.nuoils and contains' additional	 data,
porots,; i ncrease the . . : gradi ent-difference threshold.
Experience with data contaanirig`;sfmilar contrast . ratios.. and noise 1Evels
twill	 provide the User -with ;, 	"first : gue.ss" for se tting 'thresholds which -
x	 a.re very close, to the required, t res ol. d.yalues	 The data iTliastrated 'iii'
-	 this report°are distributed ,between one -acid 255. 	 The gradient threshold.
Most often chose n was 16, and th e gradient difference threshold most often.
a	 chosen was four."'	 The boundary map for these threshold values is presented
i n Fig:	 6.
-
aa..r+	 .. 	r	 ..	 —.^..	 ...—.'n—w	 r. $'---^y.".^•`T^—f^fn-Nw.a+.	 '...^'—'t—^^"	 _	 _	
..	 ....
.w.r
.....	 r	 ........	 ..
8EVALUATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Because SKYLAB S-192 data were not available during the development
phase of this activity, LANDSAT-1 band-7 imagery was chosen to evaluate the
algorithm. On LANDSAT-I band-7 imagery, a high tonal contrast exists
between water and the surrounding landscape. Therefore, the evaluation was
completed using this special class of water boundaries. The digital
data were acquired by digitization of the 1:1,000,000 scale transparencies
to obtain spatially correct matrices (in contrast to using the digital
tape products which are not spatially correct). The LANDSAT-1 imagery
was digitized at approximately 36 data points per millimeter of film.
This corresponds to approximately 27.7 m on the land surface. These data
are similar in resolution to the anticipated data products from the S-192
scanner aboard SKYLAB. A gradient threshold of 16 and gradient-difference
threshold of four were required to use the algorithm for these data. The
sequence of maps which resulted after the various steps of the algorithm
are presented in Figs. 3 through 6.
The boundary-detection algorithm was evaluated with comparisons of
water areas measured on the digitized LANDSAT-1 data and areas measured
by planimetering enlargement prints from Zeiss (12-"inch" focal length)
photographic imagery taken from a RB-57 aircraft. The boundary determined
from the digital LANDSAT-1 data was superimposed on Zeiss imagery for one
of the lakes studied in Fig. 7. This boundary was within 27.7 m or one
data sampling interval of the actual boundary. The area of Lake Goldsmith
of Brookings County, South Dakota, by planimetering from the Zeiss imagery
was 120 hectares of 297 acres. The white line superimposed onto the
aircraft image is the boundary located, not from the aircraft image, in
the LANDSAT-1 data. The area determined using the LANDSAT-1 data was 119
hectares of 295 acres.
The data values Iocated at the boundary between the lake and land using
these digital LANDSAT-1 data were distributed between values of 112 to
192 (Fig. 8). Therefore, a significant improvement over simple thresh--
olding to locate the water was possible with boundary detection because
no one threshold of data values would have located the same boundary that




gthat for the,data used, simple thresholding of the data would not locate
the boundary found between land and water in the digital LANDSAT-^1 data.
EXPECTED ERRORS IN COMPUTING AREAS OF WATER BODIES
WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE LOCATED USING THIS PROCEDURE
An accuracy evaluation was conducted by measuring lake areas on
LANDSAT data using the algorithm and comparing these areas to the actual
area as measured from aircraft photography. The sampling frequency using
these input data from the "9 1/2-inch" transparency at 36 points per milli--
meter corresponds to the ground interval of 27.7 m. For the illustration
in Fig. 7, the predicted boundaries from LANDSAT--1 data were located within
27.7 m of the actual boundary. Assuming the 27.7 m value to be the max-
imum expected error for this specific application, the error of measuring
various sized water bodies can be computed and presented as in Fig. 9.
The maximum expected error in percentage of total area was computed using
the 27.7 m value for circular lakes. An expected e rror of less than 109
can be anticipated for lakes larger than approximately 3 hectares or 7.4
acres. The lake used as an example in this report was 120 hectares or
297 acres and was measured within 0.6%. The "Q" are measured error values
for various sized lakes which were evaluated using similar procedures as
outlined.
A circular lake was the least perimeter per unit area of an y geometric
shape. Therefore, by increasing the perimeter per unit area for irregular--
shaped lakes, the error in measuring lake area increases. The maximum
expected error in measuring lakes having differing shoreline development
factors is illustrated in Fig. 10.
COMPUTER TIME FOR USING THE ALGORITHM
The costs for data processing are dependent upon the system used.
An IBM 370/145 computer with an OS/VS operating system was evaluated.
The initial	 compiling time for any size of data matrix was 28.8 sec.
	 The F=°.
additional	 computing and printing time averaged approximately 1.18 milli-
s	 .'
R
i second per data point. As an example, the dollar cost incurred for a 100










on the South Dakota State University IBM 370/145 computer with an OS/VS
operating system. This cost is based upon the initial input data as a
digital tape. Figure 11 illustrates the computer time requ i red for ap-
plication of the computer program for various sizes of data matrices.
Ti
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Fig. 1 - Ideal and distorted data representations for a step boundary
between two data classes where the solid line represents an
	
a	 Y
ideal set of data and the dots represents a distorted data
set. The ideal data contains a step boundary; whereas, the















































Fig. 2 - Distorted and expected data of a step boundary where the solid
line is a distorted but noiseless data set and the dots are a
distorted and noisy data set.
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Fi g . 3 - A symbol map of the original data for a digitized LANDSAT-1
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Gradient threshold equal to 6.
	 Gradient threshold equal to 16.
Fig. 4 - A symbol map of the Roberts' gradient of the digital LANQSAT-1 data (presented in Fig. 3)
resulting from two different levels of gradient thresholds. The boundary-detection
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Gradient-difference threshold equal to l_	 Gradient-difference threshold equal to 6.
Fig. 5 - The boundary symbol map of the digital l.ANDSAT-1 data (presented in Fig. 3) with two choices
of the gradient-difference threshold. The symbols are the same as those in the data output
map (Fig. 3). The gradient threshold level was 16.
Note that in 5a the boundary is noisy, indicating that the gradient-difference threshold was
too small. In 5b, the boundary lost continuity indicating the threshold was too large.
































Fig. 6 The boundary symbol map with the best choice of both gradient
and gradient-difference thresholds. The gradient threshold
was 16 and the gradient-difference threshold was four. An
example interpretation of the boundary location is denoted





Fig. 7 - Land-lake boundaries on Zeiss imagery ("12-inch" focal
length camera in RB-57 aircraft) compared with those located
using digital LANDSAT-1 data. The white line is the boundary
located using the boundary-detection algorithm applied to
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Fig. 8 - The boundary located from a digitized LANDSAT-1 image registered
with a data symbol map. The symbols represent film density
values quantized into 16 equal levels of data which is
distributed over a range of zero to 255. Note that a simple
thresholding of film density values would not have resulted
in the similar boundary.
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q 	 °	 .3%
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a	 q 	 Q	 q 	 a
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 100	 500
Area in hectares (1 acre = .405 hectares)
Fig. 9 - The maximum expected errors for area measurements of circular boundaries if the circle
radius is overestimate by no more than 27.7 m. The ° q ° indicate actual error evaluations
comparing processed LAN DSAT-1 data to underflight Zeiss photographic data. The areas
measured from the scaled aircraft enlargement prints were assumed to be accurate. The
actual error for these lakes which had a shoreline development factor greater than 1 did
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Fig. 10 - The maximum expected error for area measurements using
boundaries located from digitized LANDSAT-1	 images of lakes
with various shoreline development factors.	 A lake with a
shoreline development factor of one is circular and a lake
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Fig.	 11 The CPU time per data point necessary for locating boundaries
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I C SAMPLE MAIN PROD?AK FOR ThE DETECTION OF BOUNDARIES
C FROM DIGITAL DATA
C r'}
c. ............................................. ..........................R3•iDOD1
C ................'............................... .......................Ra 'i00D5
RSNOO10
C....... PURPOSE	 .................... . ..... . ............ ................ !iB^T!QI5
-
C RPINDC20
C 01.1`?EAG	 THE	 INPUT MATRIX,).HICH	 IS DIGITIZED DATA, ABND025 `±-
'`>;; C FiOu 9	 TAP:	 A`1D	 6RITE
	
IT ON A DISC. R8140-327 -
L 02.1FFI•10 THE 29 lJ%l;APIES BETi+ =_Eh DIFFER E NT CLASSES CF DAT4. kbNIac30
?..i 73-)f-IND THE HISTOG ?AN OF
	
TH?	 INPUT CATA.THE	 1'. P '.JT D%TA VIRUS ?Bt!0035 !
C DATA POINTS AT	 60L'NDARIES,Ai)D THE	 LCUNDARY PCINT;. 4340340
C ABNO045
C i)B1D+J50
Y' C....... USAGE	 .........................................................ktiNU055
C R 8''iD06R
y G RBND265
C 01.)T^lE DATA LSEG BY THIS ALSCRITHI d IS OBTAINEC FROM PAGNSTIC K9NDC73
C T_,t'E.	 A DATA NJRD CAN RE	 IN TW, DIFFEkENT	 FCRM4VS. RaUDC75
c P:,CKEC F0=4AT	 I MP LIES THAT I DATA kCRC =ONE 8 !RIT	 BYTE R;4AI0360
`
C t,W14CKED FJRMAT IMPLIES THAT	 I	 i:ATA WORD - FCIR 8	 RIT	 BYTES. ;BND^85
C i THE	 PARX'-ETER	 I?	 TELLS	 THE	 PRO3RAI= Wril CH. OF	 Tr+E.SE	 T#03 k8NDr90
C TAPE FLY"14 ATS ARE USED) RBNDC95
C 02.)Tllc	 PARAM E T E R 4Rs	 WHICH	 IS LIST9 0 ON	 THE NEXT SHEST, ^n4^.LI?0 x,`
C PLST BE CYA`iGEO ON THE FOLL0%LNG DIVENSION C AIC. 216VG10"
t t'.TEC.R*2	 "!)AT!VR-I,132)^I!3B:R( p,^,T371 :'B':::105 = r^
^. r. q?. I T!P,-	 '.Intr	 I)!+{	 "Tt^ r D n+	 7nC	 s.:C	 .•_7r. ^.r.	 I1: •Si a - .	 T^^ rr ..].	 .LG
C 0':.11)1SC	 GVIT J ]B CON TROL CARDS	 A pt:	 NE: DE'7. IU%IT-8	 I Rc'.L'1 t5
:,5.W Nz PAI RA^:ET;R CAFD IS LS = D l ITH FCR14AT(15M. ii B'.i:120
C 06.11F :HE SYRUOL	 SEQUElCE IS CHANGED ThES k 4ECJND R3NI,12c
c rArAMETEk CARDS IS NEEDED . USE A FG?NAT OF 2DA4 k3142 Z5 ?'
C FEk	 48 SYMB(JLS. d9tiC 1 30
C 07.)IF	 TtIr	 D-14	 IS PACKET]	 SURROUTI•• :E	 RSIUN'= 	I5 NECESSARY R3'r' L12






C....... OESCRIPTION OF	 PARAMETERS............... ............... ... Ri:%0 136
C ^BtiC!3T
C 01.1L2L	 =LOGICAL	 BLOCK LENGTH OF	 THE	 DATA BLOSK )..SED. ;^3NC140
C I r MUST BE DI VI SIILE 6Y FOUR EVENLY. K-^%1150





KEAC	 FR(:!t 	THE	 TsPE TO P-SYX ONE PICTURE. RBf.O170
C 03.1'+E;(=L3L/128	 IF	 THIS	 NUm3ER	 IS	 NOT EVENLY	 01 .1 1 SI'LEP R6N:?^8.)
C AC-) ONE	 TO	 rHE !NSWER NOT USI IG	 THE ';E aATAUF4.	 IF	 IT	 IS RF3'v1}114Q
C EV=1iLY 01 /: Si BLE	 FY	 128	 THEN	 THAT	 IS	 %0UR	 V.: LL+: 	F ] :	 NEX. .:BNDZ00
C 04.I IkES	 =	 I5	 THE	 R=SGLUTI GN AT	 WHICH	 YCU	 'WANT	 Ti)	 i-'.1R^ ON	 Tht RbW210
C CATa.	 (Eli a 'a +^tC..I4ES = :	 I"PLIES	 EVL a Y	 LI:1E	 =VE u Y	 r'CINT)+ f:B":G[20 r:.
G lt^A^1^LE..I4LS=3	 fI•:PLIES	 EV ;: RV	 THI ;tD	 LINE,	 EViRY	 li'IKD	 PCIVT). RrOlDZ30
C 05.)	 IF	 THE	 5YM:30L	 SE)] leP.: E	 15	 T IC PE	 CHANGED W I TH	 A^:+=THFR ?F}+40140
LATH CARO,	 A D'J"c	 15 YLAC-M h-RE.	 IF	 A Gli-1 NGE	 15	 NOT NtNTEPs 49`10260
C A	 Ze4o	 IS D LACEO	 IN	 THIS FIELD. R4')De70
nt .) l i' I	 i F	 THE	 DATA	 IS	 PACt.ED,	 I r'=0	 I F	 THE	 G! A	 JS	 U'4I'4CK_D. ftB•)J26(!
0f. ) • 'x	 (5	 'rt,E	 X COO?DINATE	 CF	 THE	 5711T	 OF	 THE	 0AT4	 RL^,CK USEw R;INO290
L c!`''	 TF';'	 - APE	 1.IJ	 LxL	 IS	 TF-	 X CC -R ai .ATE	 AI	 Tk ,:	 7.. R a l l, J?u0 =
C Uh.f ' Y	 15	 IvE	 y	 C(;') 3 JIN4TE	 CF	 TH z 	ST: ? T	 CF	 TH E 	 G4TA	 Vt.ri.K Rn'<<)32Q =
+,,S z D	 F P ''.	 THE	 T : ar	 A R N',.SU 	`.	 15	 THE	 Y	 C ''C".01 %ATE	 OF	 THE	 END . RI:'r'T;2 G
C rjl4	 )ir^S	 I	 t.	 Tr!-ES,+ILD	 FGt	 'rCIS:	 NZAr',	 el .UI704 Q 1ES. P.840330 -:






C	 10-)LRBGR IS THE THqz-S •IOLD FOR THE GRADIENT VALUE FOR NOISE WITHIN ABND335
C DATA CLASSES NOT NEAR BOUNDARIES. RBNO340
C A TYPICAL RANGE FOR LRBGR...	 6 GT LRBGR LT 24 R FIND 343
C QbND345
C ABN3 348
C ......	 METKOC	 ............. o .............	 ....................... RBP40350
C REND355
C 01. )PEAD	 THE	 TAPE OF	 INPUT	 VATlIX	 TV. R8')0 360
C 02. )„RITE	 THE	 INPLT MATRIX IM ON	 THE	 DISC. R3140370 ;,^,
C 03.)OPERATE ON THE FIRST	 129 COLUMNS	 OF DATA STOR21) CN THE DISC. AB-iD380
C 123 COLUMNS kvAS CHOSEN BECAUSE ONLY 128 PCINTS CAN BE PRINTED RBNO390
C P=R LINE	 PRINTER PAGE	 WIDTH. RP-ND4C0
C O1,.)U.;PACr	 THE DATA	 IF NECESSARY. RaND410 I^ -m .11
C 05.)TAKE	 THL ROBERTS	 GRADIENT OF	 THE	 DATA.,, RBN0430
C ROBERTS GRADIENT	 =IA 13SItiOATIT P J)-NDAT(I+IvJ*I))+ RSN0440
C IABS[fYDAT(lqJ#I)-NDAT(I+I,J)) RBN0450
C 06.)oRITE A PAGE OF DATA NDAT IN SYPSCL NOTATION * ABN0460
C (.UANTIZED	 INTO 16 LEVELS. R81NU470
C 07.)wRITE A PAGE OF ROBERTS GRADIENT ZU SYMBOL NOTATION RBNt;480
C
SYMII)=IS EQUIVALENT TO LRBGR
SYM([)=
	 15 EQUIVALENT	 TO L q BGR+I-1
R RND49(3
RBND500
C OB.)TH-- BOUNDARY	 IS FOUND FROM RCBFRTS GRADIENT INFORMATION r%BND51G
IT
C DATA	 IN BOTH THE	 X AND Y UIKECTIONS. RSNO530
C, 04.1 A 83 UNCAR Y CA N'40 T FSE F OUND FROM ROBE RTS GRADIENT  - I NFORPAT ION- RBND540
C IR86qi I wJ)	 IF	 THE GRADI ENT
	IS	 LESS THAN THE	 THR =-SHDLO L qBGR 1B-ND550
C A MAXIMUM	 15 FOUND	 WHILE	 ViORkING IN	 THE	 X 02 Y DIRECTIONS BB-N0560
C TrE 101-XIML4 DIPFEREN CLE	 IS	 IS CALCULATED BETWEEN THE MAXIMUM 1/31405 70
C ANG THE GRADIENT POINTS ON EITHER SIDE OF THIS PCINT RHU9580
C. IN THE	 X OR	 Y DIRECTION RESPECTIVELY. RBN0590
C tl.)Tt-.--	 ThRESHOLD LATHS	 ELIMINATES ALL BOUNDARY POINTS	 IN V4HICH THE kBND600
C LiAXtmu- DIFFERENCE
	 IG AS CALCULATED	 ABOVE	 IS	 LESS THAN LATHS. -IB'40610
2. 1 T K'	 B9 U` "A" Y	 I S : L .1 S!, I f' I E I', 8 Y F I NO I NG	 T4 E	 1* 1 f Rl 1^	 OF	 TV E
FuIJ4 uATA POINTS	 TmE i Z
C 13.)A SYM31L	 PRINTOUT QUANTIZEU	 INTO	 16 S yMeULS CF	 THE	 tl-l TA Rsq:C620
C POINTS AT A BOUNDARY	 15 PRINTED ON, 	 THE	 LINE	 PRiNTEP. R B -% 0 15 3 0
C 1 4. 1 T14E ABOVE PROZESS	 IS REPEATED	 IF	 NECESSARY ON THE v ECCING	 l2a R 3t.(:C. 40
C CULUMNS OF DA TA. RtING650
C 15.)THE HISTOGRAM OF	 THE DATA,	 THE HISTOGRAM OF	 THE DATA MINUS Rdf;D660
C TFE UOUNDAaY POINTS, AND THE HISTOGRAM OF	 TiE DATA	 IS R5ND665
C NOW PRINTED OUT. +: 8'!0670
C
C ......................






IN, TE GE Ft *Z	 IPBGR(90jI32)9NDAT(' 3 0o1321
IN TE GER *2	 NA 1 132) , NB ( 132)
DIV E NSION	 SYM(48)
C I M EN S. ION	 DEC(1541
C. I MIE NS Il)i KC.CU%Ti256;
0 1 IA ENS 104	 JCOUNTt256)
DI	 S10%. 	 ICOUNT(256)
7 
7
COM-C-1 . /CO 4 6KC/L I N E C 2C4 6 5 /C Om BY T I L I NSPK (5 12)
CATt	 sylp/l
L
6 1 FFFF	 9	 1 1 11	 I JJJJ* 9 *Ktf l(%	 9,' LLLL' p	 0114,')14P41 v
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C AEACER	 AS	 10.PUT.
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513 FE M.	 ?,GT,40 )ILINEPKIIDI,I7=1,L8LW)
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 ,,RITE TO DISC
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J% = IL-YX)/IRES +1
J^C.=JII-1
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IF(JJ)•EQ.t)	 GO lO 4
M 22 1-.KK=1 ► J^D
Jc=KKCGI
I Y k I ='-, 1% 1 64KK ) - P!B( JF1
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A = i•1f.L{ I r 1,T1 i:1.1 U1 ,f 1 XRT)
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Ct___C:' Ki p( X BOUSMARKS
51 0=1;t5G11 IPLUSIIIIJI
1 1 5 S = I A RGR I 1 !MI-4 so A
VF I I 	 I F0. M 2. ISFI I. 11001 G0 F0 5.7
IG z I H)	 Ut
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52 CIGNTINLIt:
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27 CONTINUE
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END
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